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Assessment:  

When on my first mentorship visit with Dr. Timothy Pirolli we discussed my 

involvement in a research on mitral valvuloplasty and mitral valve replacement in infants less 

than one year old, and in doing so I was given a series of articles to annotate and research. 

Knowing that most of this information required background knowledge I have yet to attain Dr. 

Pirolli gave me an article that covers congenital malformations of the mitral valve. By annotating 

this article and creating this research assessment I will gain the background knowledge to better 

understand the articles I will be using during our research. 

The article begins with the normal anatomy of the mitral valve and understanding the 

normal anatomy of the mitral valve will lead to a deeper understanding of its malformations. My 

prior knowledge of the anatomy mitral valve was limited to none since the anatomy of the heart 

was never deeply taught upon in my high school level science classes. I also have never learned 

about valve specific anatomy and I now realize that my knowledge of the anatomy of the heart is 
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something worth researching upon to better understand the congenital heart defects dealt with in 

pediatric cardiothoracic surgery. The mitral valve consists of the annulus which C shaped like a 

saddle. The mitral valve consists of two leaflets the anterior (A1, A2, and A3) and the posterior 

leaflet (P1, P2, and P3) and between the two leaflets are the lines of commissure, anterolateral 

and posteromedial. The mitral valve also consists of the chordae tendinae and papillary muscles. 

When all of this anatomy is working properly the mitral valve allows blood flow from the left 

atrium into the left ventricle, but not the other way. Now with the basic understanding of the 

correct anatomy of the mitral valve I can go onto understanding the congenital malformations.  

The first discussed type of mitral valve malformation is mitral valve prolapse which 

occurs when the leaflets extend above the plane of the mitral annulus during ventricular systole. 

This is the most common cardiac vascular anomaly; however, its uncommon before adolescence. 

Treatment usually includes mitral valve repair/annuloplasty for several mitral regurgitation or 

ventricular enlargement. Although a common malformation this malformation will probably not 

relate to our research since its uncommonly seen in infants or even children. The next discussed 

was the isolated cleft, a rare malformation, which is division of one of the leaflets and is divided 

within two groups with normal great arteries and with abnormal conus. When suffering from 

severe regurgitation mitral valve replacement patients need to be operated early in life, which 

means this malformation will possibly be related with our research. Next is a double orifice 

mitral valve which is extremely rare and seen only in 1%  of  autopsies of congenital heart 

defects and is rarely isolated and found within more complex cardiac malformations. Double 

orifice mitral valves contain a single fibrous annulus with two orifices opening into the left 

ventricle. It is divided by three types the incomplete bridge, the complete bridge, and hole type. 
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Isolated double orifice malformations require no repair, but when combined with other 

malformations surgery is often performed. This malformation is probably not related to our 

research since this defect is rarely found isolated and does not require surgery. A mitral ring was 

also briefly talked about, this an extremely rare defect divided into two parts the supramitral ring 

which is a fibrous membrane originating above the mitral annulus and the intramitral ring with is 

located beneath the orifice of the left atrial appendage. This defect is exceptionally isolated and 

is often combined with various other defects like the double orifice mitral valve. Being non 

isolated this malformation will probably be unrelated to our research. The next types of 

malformations relate to the tensor apparatus starting with an arcade/hammock valve. In this 

malformation the valve mimics a hammock when observed from the surgeon’s perspective and 

happens when the tendinous cords are thickened and short, which leads to abnormal leaflet 

excursion which may cause stenosis or insufficiency. When not severe this malformation may 

have a late discovery and a surgical repair will happen later in life. I believe this malformation 

will be unrelated to my research. 

The following part of the article talks of the management of these malformations, which 

is specifically related to our research. Often a surgery or intervention is rarely needed before the 

first year of life regarding mitral regurgitation; however, regarding mitral stenosis may require 

early surgery which is important to note when leading into more research for my publication. In 

age less than one often hammock mitral valve and associated cardiac anomalies are seen. 

Regarding malformations of the leaflets, chordae tendinae, and papillary muscles make early 

surgery extremely important which highlights the importance of our research. This article also 

highlights the importance of performing mitral valve repairs rather than replacements since 
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mechanical valves often lead to treatments and procedures to ensure the valve is working 

correctly creating a lifetime of valve control. 

Overall, this article highlighted the debated results of intervention of the mitral valve and 

further encouraged me to follow through with this publication and research and gave me the 

background knowledge needed to continue to learn about mitral valvuloplasty and mitral valve 

repair. I now see the impact we could make on the field of pediatric cardiothoracic surgery by 

allowing the growth of information within intervention. 
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